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Best•sellers

FIND AND COUNT UP TO 10

E522884 Find and count the items on the 
theme boards and place the 

corresponding number of beads on the holder. 

GARAGE WOOD BIG

E523005 Wooden garage complete with  
parking place, gas station, parking lift, and  

repair shop on the ground floor.

VEHICLE PUZZLE BOX

E522350 Wooden box with 10 vehicle puzzles. 

DOT DICE L ARGE RED AND BLUE

3011501 + 3011502 Large soft dies with dots 
1-6 made from soft plastic, safe to handle 

and roll quietly. It helps children to inculcate 
number symbols up to 6. 

DOLL BUGGY WOOD

E522459 Wooden buggy with candy-striped 
linen, solid plastic wheels and extra large 

rubber tyres. 

MOTOR SKILLS BOARD FLOWERS

E522963 Use the magnetic pen and train 
motor skills, colour recognition and the  

ability to concentrate.

SCALES 

E522185 Balance weights or compare  
the weight of various objects.

Also available: 
E522832 WEIGHTS PLASTIC

HAMMER TIC GEO

E522355 Create mosaic designs with 
geometric shapes in various colours. Improve 
fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

COUNTING STREET

E522882 Deliver letters and learn to count to 
10. Find the missing number in a sequence 

and learn about addition and subtraction and 
number correspondence.

BEST SELLERS

HORSE HARNESS 

E522091 Leather horse harness.
Stimulate  imagination and motor skills  

when playing outside. 
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PERSPECTIVO

E523361 Copy scenes in perspective and communicate about  
what you see. Stimulate spatial orientation and vocabulary.  
Contents: 12 plastic assignment cards, 20 wooden figures,  

2 wooden holders, wooden box (22.5 x 11 x 6 cm).

WATER BUDDIES

E523383 Measure, compare and fill the grooves near the  
Water buddies. Children take turns rolling the die. The die 

shows which rod to place. The first player to fill the groove wins.  
Contents: 4 wooden boards, 90 wooden rods in 6 colours and  

6 lengths, 2 colour dice, wooden box (32 x 18 x 6 cm).

BEAR SORTING GAME

E523381 Place the assignment card into the holder. Place the bears with 
the same colour and size in front of the assignment card by using  
a tweezer. Contents: 16 plastic cards, 64 plastic bears, 2 tweezers,  

2 wooden stands, wooden box (32 x 18 x 6 cm).

MATHEMATICAL PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

Mathematical•
play

MORE THAN
25 NEW

PRODUCTS
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SPIDER SORTING THE FOUR SEASONS

E523368 Look at the seasons surrounding the spider. Add image cards  
with matching characteristics on the correct position in the inlay board.  

Contents: 17 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

SPIDER SORTING COLOURS

E523366 Look at the colours surrounding the spider. Add image  
cards with the same colours on the correct position in the inlay board.  

Contents: 17 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

SPIDER SORTING SHAPES

E523367 Look at the shapes surrounding the spider. Add image cards 
with the same shapes on the correct position in the inlay board. 

Contents: 17 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

SPIDER SORTING QUANTITIES 

E523365 Look at the quantities surrounding the spider. Add image cards  
with the same quantities on the correct position in the inlay board.  

Contents: 17 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

MATHEMATICAL PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

MATRIX 3-D SHAPES

3050630 Which blocks are blue and feature 3 layers? Fill the matrix 
and turn the card with the paint blob for self-check. Stimulate visual 

discrimination skills and sorting based on shape, colour and number of 
layers. The assignment cards increase in degree of difficulty and feature 

self-check. Contents: 27 wooden blocks in 3 colours, 16 assignment 
cards, 8 cards for self-check, wooden box with partitions (34 x 34 x 3 cm). 

DIAGRAM FOOD

E523344 Children can sort food and drinks in the correct product  
category, such as vegetable-fruit, meat-fish, dairy products,  
drinking, carbohydrates and fats. In a playful way, they learn  

to which category the food and drinks belong. 
 Contents: 36 image cards, wooden frame (40 x 40 cm).

DIAGRAM ENVIRONMENT

E523343 Children can sort various types of waste in the correct category, 
such as glass, vegetable-fruit-garden, paper, textile and chemical waste. 
They learn in a playful way to which category the waste types belong. On 
the back of the picture card with waste types features the recycle logo. 

Contents: 25 image cards, wooden frame (34 x 34 cm). 
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FIND AND ADD

E523299 Calculating game in which children search for the depicted 
items on the theme plate. Firstly, they look for the amount on the left 

picture and slide the same number of beads on the first rod. Secondly, 
they look at the picture and slide the same number of beads on the 
second rod. On the third rod, they slide the total amount of beads.

Game with sums up to 10 in two different difficulty levels. Contents:  
4 theme boards, 24 assignment strips (coded by themes; key on back), 

60 beads, wooden stand, wooden box with lid (38 x 28 x 6 cm).

DIVIDE

307900 A delicious game where children divide the cupcakes equally 
over the serving trays. Children practise dividing up to 6 and 12. 

Contents: 6 serving trays, 12 cupcakes, 12 assigment cards in 3 levels, 
wooden box (19 x 16 x 3 cm).

FIND AND COUNT MAGNETIC

E523369 Place the assignment strip in the wooden board.  
Count the assigned images. Move the same amount of coloured  
balls with the magnetic pen. Turn the assignment strip for self  

check. Contents: Wooden board (29 x 36 cm), magnetic pen,  
10 assignment strips. 

NUMBER PUZZLES 1 - 10

353000 Number puzzles 1 - 10 clearly introduces one to one number 
correspondence to children. Count the dots and match them with a 
number symbol. Contents: 20 wooden puzzle pieces, wooden box 

(16 x 9 x 5 cm).

APPLE TREE COUNTING GAME

342900 Use red apples to fill the trees with the amount shown on  
the wooden assignment card. Use green apples to fill them up to 10. 

Contents: 10 wooden assignment boards with trees, 60 red and green 
pins, wooden box (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

PLUS

 305300 Combine shapes and colours to make new shapes.  
Play individual or in pairs as a communication game.  

Contents: 16 assignment cards, 2 wooden activity boards,  
28 wooden shapes, wooden box (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

COUNTING BUS WITH FOUR-WHEEL TRAILER - MINI

E523326 Small version of the counting bus. Ideal for doing  
small-group work and remedial instructions. Create situations  
with the large counting bus to introduce counting, adding, and  

subtracting up to 20; then use the small counting bus to let  
children act out these situations individually or in pairs.  

Contents: bus (35 x 7 x 7 cm), 20 passengers (10 red; 10 white),  
22 plastic assignment cards, 4 dice, wooden box.

MATHEMATICAL PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS
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LIFE CYCLES

E523335 Do you know the life cycle of a frog? Sequence stage cards  
into chronological order in the tray, close it, flip it and reopen to reveal 
self-check. Each of the cycles consists of 8 cards. Contents: 64 plastic 

cards (coded to theme), wooden box (32 x 23 x 6.5 cm).
Available separately: PLASTIC TRAY (E523007).

SEARCH AND FIND - MONEY

E523346 Additional card set for Search and find – shadow and  
contour (E523311). Children combine amounts of money in coins, notes 

or in numbers. Contents: 8 plastic assignment cards (28 x 29 cm).

SEARCH AND FIND - QUANTITIES

E523348 Additional card set for Search and find – shadow and  
contour (E523311). Children combine number representations and  

quantities. Contents: 8 plastic assignment cards (28 x 29 cm).

3 STAGES STORY 

3904424 Place 3 cards in a logical sequence and create a story.  
Develop logical reasoning and storytelling skills. Stimulate children  

to create their own stories and to learn reading. With self-check.
Contents: 24 plastic image cards, wooden box (12 x 13 x 8 cm).

5 STAGES STORY 

3904421 Place 5 cards in a logical sequence and create a story.  
Develop logical reasoning and storytelling skills. Stimulate children  

to create their own stories and to learn reading. With self-check.
Contents: 25 plastic image cards, wooden box (12 x 13 x 8 cm).

4 STAGES STORY

3904427 Place 4 cards in a logical sequence and create a story.  
Develop logical reasoning and storytelling skills. Stimulate children  

to create their own stories and to learn reading. With self-check.
Contents: 24 plastic image cards, wooden box (12 x 13 x 8 cm).

MATHEMATICAL PLAY -NEW PRODUCTS

DIAGRAM DAILY RHY THM

E523370 Create rows to show a daily life rhythm of a child.  
The children on the images represent different countries and different  

cultures. While playing, children learn about the similarities and  
differences of those countries and cultures. Contents: 36 plastic cards, 

wooden frame (40 x 40 cm).
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LANGUAGE PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

VOCABUL ARY BINGO

E523360 Turn the image cards over one by one. When you see  
an image that is on your Bingo card, you place a counter. Who is the  

first player to fill a Bingo card? Stimulate visual discrimination  
skills and social skills. Contents: 12 plastic Bingo cards, 72 plastic 

image cards, 75 counters (28 x 17 x 5 cm).

DO ZOO

3003141 Play on opposite sides of the upright board. Choose an 
assignment card and give verbal instructions such as: 

“The boy is behind the bench near the pond”.
Contents: 2 cards with a map, card with a zoo, 18 assignment cards with 
36 assignments, wooden stand, 50 wooden figures, wooden box with lid 

(39 x 27 x 3 cm).

TABLET & MOBILE PHONE

E523386 Play with your own tablet or mobile phone. Pretend to call, app, 
skype, or play a game. Just like real life! Contents: 2 wooden tablets, 

2 wooden mobile phones. Tablet: 27 x 18 cm. GSM: 8 x 14 cm.

Language•
play
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STORY DICE

1251000 Roll the dice to prompt ideas for plots, characters  
and settings or to kickstart a storyline. Use for both written and  

oral storytelling. Dice feature characters, locations, situations and  
weather conditions. Improve language skills and logical thinking.

Contents: 4 plastic dice (5 x 5 x 5 cm), blue plastic box with  
transparent lid.

EMOTION GAME

E523364 Recognise various emotions on the faces of others. The game  
features the 4 basic emotions (happy, sadness, fear, anger). Children 

throw the die by turns. The die has a side for each emotional face, a red 
side for skipped turns and green for extra turns. The first player to 
collect all 4 image cards with expressions wins. Contents: 6 game 
boards, 48 image cards, emotion die, wooden box (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

BUILD TOGETHER

E523292 Play on opposite sides of the upright frame board. Cooperate 
and build structures in line with the images on the assignment cards or 

create your own designs. The children give each other verbal 
instructions, such as: “Put the red block on the green one”. When they 

are done building, the children check and compare what they have 
created. This game fosters communication, creativity, and teamwork. 

Contents: 16 wooden blocks (2 x 8) in different colours and sizes, 2 
wooden goblins, 2 wooden trees, 12 assignment cards, wooden box with 

lid (15.5 x 21.5 x 6.5 cm).
Available separately: DIVIDING WALL E523210

ME AND MY EMOTIONS 

E523334 Choose an assignment strip and look carefully at the  
situations. What emotions do you see? Slide a matching face  
underneath each situation and flip the strip for self-check.  

Learn to recognise and understand various emotions and improve  
language skills. The game features the 4 basic emotions: happy, 

sadness, fear, anger. Contents: 8 assignment strips, 32 small cards  
with faces, wooden box (45 x 22 x 8 cm).

LANGUAGE PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

LACE TOGETHER

E523236 Play on opposite sides of the upright frame board. Pass the 
laces to one another through the holes in the board. Cooperate to follow 

assignment card images or create own  
designs. This game fosters communication, creativity and teamwork. 

Contents: plastic board, 16 assignment cards, 8 coloured laces in  
4 colours, wooden box (44 x 34 x 7 cm).  
Available separately: FRAME E523246

BOLT TOGETHER

E523245 Play on opposite sides of the upright frame board. Follow an 
assignment card and cooperate to assemble the shapes. This game 

fosters communication, creativity and teamwork. 
Contents: plastic board, 12 assignment cards, 64 nuts and bolts in  

4 colours, wooden box (44 x 34 x 7 cm).
Available separately: FRAME E523246

TALK TOGETHER

E523235 Play on opposite sides of the upright frame board. The board is 
illustrated the same way on both sides.  

Each child gets 4 magnets in 4 different colours. The children give  
one another verbal instructions such as, “Put the red magnet  

on the red butterfly”. The magnets will only stick to the board when  
both children cooperate to do the same thing. This game fosters  

communication, creativity and teamwork. Contents: 2 plastic  
talking boards, printed on both sides, 16 plastic assignment cards,  

8 magnets in 4 colours, wooden box (44 x 34 x 7 cm). 
Available separately: FRAME E523246
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SEARCH AND FIND - VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 

E523347 Additional card set for Search and find. Children combine  
geometrical shapes and items, letter shapes and number shapes.

Contents: 8 plastic assignment cards (28 x 29 cm).

SEARCH AND FIND 

E522981 Insert one assignment card into the game box upper shelf and 
try to find the related pairs by lifting the red discs. Develop hand-eye 

coordination, spatial insight and visual discrimination. Contents: 
8 plastic assignment cards,16 red wooden discs with knobs, wooden 

game board / storage box (30 x 30 cm).

WHAT’S MISSING

E523300 One item is missing; can you find it? Choose one of the  
detailed theme plates and a matching assignment strip.  

The assignments feature 4 items. Try to find the three items  
that are both on the theme plate and assignment strip. Learn to  

distinguish details and pick out key points. Contents: 4 theme plates, 
24 assignment strips, 20 counters, wooden box with lid (38 x 28 x 6 cm).

ANIMAL DOKU

E523352 A challenging game based on the principle of the well-known 
Sudoku puzzles, as the rows and columns may have each item  

used only once. Children engage in analytical and creative thinking  
while they concentrate to fill in the entire grid. With self-check.

Contents: 6 plastic game boards, 60 plastic picture cards,  
6 plastic control cards, wooden box (27.6 x 24 x 2.8 cm).

LANGUAGE PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

FEEL SHAPES

E523321 Ticklish tactile game where fluent shapes are key.  
Recognise shapes on your back, in a bag, written in the air or  

play a memory game. Develop gross and fine motor skills, perceptual 
and early writing skills. Contents: 12 wooden boards, 12 plastic cards, 

wooden pen, manual, cotton bag (30 x 20 cm).

TWINS SHAPES

E523285 Make twins based on shape. Feel, discriminate between  
8 different shapes and place 2 matching shapes side by side in  

the wooden block. Develop perceptual skills and fine motor skills.  
Contents: wooden board, 16 wooden knobs in 2 shapes, cotton bag,  

(49 x 14 cm).

TACTILE MATERIAL SHAPES

324300 Feel the 3-D shape and combine with the matching  
contour. Use in combination with the tactile box (E522873) or the  

blindfolds (E523320). Contents: 10 geometric shapes, 10 cards with  
geometric contours, wooden box (19 x 16 x 3 cm).

BLINDFOLD

E523320 Colourful blindfolds that can 
be used for all the tactile Educo games. 

Contents: 4 blindfolds in red, blue, 
green and orange.

TWINS TEXTURES

E523314 Make twins based on texture. Feel and discriminate between  
10 different textures and place 2 matching textures side by side in  
the wooden block. Develop perceptual skills and fine motor skills. 

Contents: wooden board, 10 wooden discs, cotton bag, (27 x 11 cm).
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Motor•play

MAGNETIC DESIGN BOARD

E523388 Copy the patterns and figures of the assignment card on your 
design board. Pull up the small balls with the magnetic pen. Experience 

with patterns and create your own design as well. Develop fine motor 
skills, visual discrimination and concentration. 

Contents: 2 red design boards with magnetic pen, 6 plastic assignment 
cards with 12 assignments, wooden box (33 x 18 x 6 cm).

MOTOR PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

SAND WRITING

3021410 Create patterns and shapes in the sand with your  
index finger or the wooden pens. Stimulate pre-writing and  

fine motor skills. Contents: 3 wooden pens, sand wiper,  
wooden box (42 x 25 x 6 cm) (excl. sand). 

Available separately: SAND WRITING PATTERNS 3021420 
Contents: 4 plastic cards with 8 assignments (10 x 20 x 8 cm).

FEEL THE LETTER

1313000 Follow number shapes with your index finger or the  
wooden pen. Stimulate pre-writing skills, number shape recognition  

and fine motor skills. Contents: 10 wooden boards with the  
numbers 0-9, wooden pen, wooden box (15 x 11.5 x 7 cm).

FEEL THE NUMBER

1312000 Follow number shapes with your index finger or the wooden 
pen. Stimulate pre-writing skills, number shape recognition and fine 

motor skills. Contents: 10 wooden boards with the numbers 0-9, 
wooden pen, wooden box (11 x15 x 7 cm).
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TWEEZERS

E523349 Develop fine motor skills with these wooden tweezers. 
Use in games with beads, rings, knob puzzle pieces, etc.

Contents: set of 4 wooden tweezers.

SPARKLING BEADS 108

3004240 String beads on laces creating your own patterns. Be creative 
and make your own necklaces, bracelets or window hangers. Recognise 

shapes and colours, develop spatial reasoning and fine motor skills.
Contents: 108 plastic beads in 6 shapes and 6 transparent colours,  
4 cotton laces in 4 colours and 2 lengths, transparent plastic bucket  

(13.5 x 13 cm).

LACING SEA ANIMALS

E523387 Throw 2 colour dice and lace a sea animal with the 2 
corresponding colours. Or place a serie cards on the table and lace the 
same sea animals. Develop visual discrimination and fine motor skills. 
Contents: 32 wooden lacing figures, 32 cards with sea animals, 4 blue 

laces, 2 colour dice, wooden box (19 x 16 x 3 cm).

MOTOR PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

WRITE AND WIPE

3022000 Add sharp teeth to dinosaurs, draw waves and follow  
a race car. Trace and then copy patterns with whiteboard markers.  

Afterwards, simply clean the cards with a damp cloth.  
Improve hand-eye coordination and stimulate pre-writing skills.  

Whiteboard markers are not included. Contents: 12 plastic cards  
with 24 assignments, wooden box (30.5 x 22.5 x 3 cm).

WRITING PATTERNS

1314000 Follow the tracks of the writing patterns with your index finger 
or with the wooden pen. Start with the large patterns followed by the 
small ones. Develop early writing skills as well as fine motor skills. 

Contents: 10 blue plastic plates, relief of 0.5 mm: with writing patterns 
in 2 sizes, wooden ‘pen’, wooden box with lid 

(29.5 x 20.5 x 7 cm).

DRAW AND WIPE

3023000 Draw to add details to pictures with a whiteboard  
marker. Afterwards, simply clean the card with a damp cloth.  

Improve fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.  
Whiteboard markers are not included. Contents: 12 plastic coated  

cards with 24 assignments, wooden box (27 x 19 x 3 cm).
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Puzzle•play

ABOVE AND BENEATH PUZZLE - INTO THE WOODS 

E523373 Take a look at life in the forest in which we  
find various animals both above and below ground.  

Contents: 35 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

ABOVE AND BENEATH PUZZLE - INTO THE SEA 

E523376 Take a look at sealife and see what happens above  
and under the water. Use the puzzle for counting exercises as well.  

Contents: 28 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

ABOVE AND BENEATH PUZZLE - INTO THE JUNGLE 

E523374 Take a look at life in the jungle. You see both  
animals that live in the jungle and in the water.  

Contents: 35 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

ABOVE AND BENEATH PUZZLE - SET OF 4 

E523377 Set of 4 above and beneath puzzles (40 x 28 cm).

ABOVE AND BENEATH PUZZLE - INTO THE GARDEN

E523375 What grows and lives in the garden? In this puzzle  
you see and learn what lives above and below ground.  

Contents: 28 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

 PUZZLE PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS
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INLAY BOARD – FRUIT 

E523341 Become familiar with the names of 
various fruits by playing with Inlay board fruits.
Contents: wooden puzzle frame (28 x 28 cm),  

10 lift-out shapes.

INLAY BOARD – TOOLS

E523341 By playing with Inlay board tools,  
children learn to name all kind of tools.  

Contents: wooden puzzle frame (34 x 34 cm),  
12 lift-out shapes.

INLAY BOARD – PETS 

E523342 Pets are a child’s best friends.
Inlay board pets makes puzzling more fun! 

Contents: wooden puzzle frame (28 x 28 cm),  
10 lift-out shapes.

INLAY BOARD – FARM 

E523332 By playing with the Inlay board farm, 
children learn to name scenes and animals  
at the farm. Contents: wooden puzzle frame  

(28 x 28 cm), 10 lift-out shapes.

INLAY BOARD – VEGETABLES 

E523331 Inlay board vegetables makes children
familiar with the different kinds of vegetables.
Contents: wooden puzzle frame (28 x 28 cm),  

10 lift-out shapes.

PUZZLE EUROPEAN CITIES - MOSCOW

E523258 Moscow.

PUZZLE EUROPEAN CITIES - PARIS

E523257 Paris.

PUZZLE EUROPEAN CITIES -  
COMPLETE SET OF 4

E523261 set of 4.

PUZZLE EUROPEAN CITIES - LONDON

E523259 London.

PUZZLE EUROPEAN CITIES - PISA

E523260 Pisa.

 PUZZLE PLAY -  NEW PRODUCTS

European cities puzzles
Explore cities in Europe with these appealing  
puzzles of famous buildings. Available individually or  
as a set of 4. Contents: wooden frame ( 40 x 40 cm), 
49 pieces each.
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Special•Connected play

CONNECTED PLAY -  SPECIAL
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Our tablet apps bring 
interactivity to our 

manipulatives, 
for a perfect mix of 

tradition and technology 

Power Puzzles E523305

Figurogram E522231

Cause & effect E522340

Search the shape E522909

Find and count E522884

Resulta E522428

Which is wrong? E522865

Listening Lotto E522526

Counting street E522882

Combino E522036

Memo Ed

Available in 
the Appstore 

With Augmented Reality

http://www.heutink.com/


AUGMENTED REALITY
POWER PUZZLES

AR POWER PUZZLE - POWER BOAT RACE

E523302 35 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

AR POWER PUZZLE - FORMULA 1

E523301 24 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

AR POWER PUZZLE - MOTOR CROSS

E523303 24 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

AR POWER PUZZLE - AIR SHOW

E523304 35 puzzle pieces, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

AR POWER PUZZLE - SET OF 4

E523305 set of 4 Power puzzles (40 x 28 cm).

CONNECTED PLAY -  SPECIAL

NEW

3131 WWW.HEUTINK.COM 31
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Special•toddler package

Set of 19 Educo 

educational games and 

extensive manuals

in one package.

TODDLER PACKAGE

TODDLER PACKAGE

SCALES

E522185 Balance weights or compare the 
weight of various objects.

PL ASTIC WEIGHTS

E522832 Stimulate abstract reasoning with 
concepts such as heavier, lighter and equal.

COUNTING CIRCLE

E522053 Discover and combine puzzel wedges 
with the same number representation. 

FIND AND COUNT ON COLOUR

E523041 Search for items on the theme 
boards based on colours of the assignment 

strips.

COLOUR DOMINOES

E523238 Wooden dominoes that feature  
coloured circles.

GEOMETRIC SHAPES BOARD

E522418 Find and match wooden puzzle pieces 
in various geometrical shapes, sizes and 

colours.

BEAR GAME

E522907 Compare and sort bears in various 
colours and sizes. 

SPIDER SORTING THE FOUR SEASONS

E523368 Look at the seasons surrounding the  
spider and place the matching image cards.

MATHEMATICAL 
PLAY

TODDLER 
PACKAGE
E523402

ALL PRODUCTS IN THIS PACKAGE ARE ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY. 3333 WWW.HEUTINK.COM 33
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EMOTION GAME CHILDREN  
OF THE WORLD

E523364 Recognise various emotions  
on the faces of others.

3 STAGES STORY

E3904424 Develop logical reasoning  
and storytelling skills.

VOCABULARY BINGO

E523360 Stimulate visual discrimination skills, 
vocabulary and social skills.

TWINS: SHAPES

E523285 Make twins based on shape. Feel and 
discriminate between 8 different shapes.

TWINS: TEXTURES

E523314 Make twins based on texture.  
Feel and discriminate between  

10 different textures.

SOUND TUBES

E522806 Describe and compare sounds  
and find the matching tube.

TACTILE BOX

E522873 Put your hands in the Tactile box  
and name the items.

LANGUAGE 
PLAY

TODDLER PACKAGE

TWEEZERS WOOD (4) 

E523349 Develop fine motor skills.

DRESSING DOLL ED 

E523035 Teach children to buckle,  
zip, button and lace. 

RAINBOW BEADS 

3004252 Recognise shapes and colours,  
develop spatial reasoning and fine motor skills.

MOTOR SKILLS BOARD FLOWERS 

E522963 Practise motor skills, colour  
recognition and the ability to concentrate.

ALL PRODUCTS IN THIS PACKAGE ARE ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY.

PACKAGE
DEAL

INCLUDING
EXTENSIVE 
MANUALS

MOTOR
PLAY

ALL PRODUCTS IN THIS PACKAGE ARE ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY. 3535 WWW.HEUTINK.COM 3534
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Best•sellers

ABACUS 5 X 20 TEACHER

3018301 Teach place value, addition and 
subtraction. This abacus represents units, 

tens, hundreds, thousands and ten thousands.

MIRRORS 12 X 8.5 CM

1119014 Use the mirrors in arithmetic 
lessons for mirroring or symmetry.

NUMBER CLIPS UP TO 100

E577019 Explore the number structure 0-100.

EURO SORTING TRAY

3017788 Become familiar with the euro  
and learn how you can pay an amount in  

different ways. The box contains 160 coins  
and 130 banknotes.

CLOCK ANALOGUE-DIGITAL PUPILS

E522906 Practise the relationship between 
analogue and digital time. 

COUNTING FRAME UP TO 20 TEACHER

3018200 Demonstrate additions and  
subtractions up to 20. Provided with a  

board to write on. 

COUNTING FRAME UP TO 20 PUPILS

3018230 Practise number skills up to 20.  
Use the beads to visualise numbers and  

arithmetic operations. 

DICE SELF-ASSESSMENT PUPILS (10)

E523030 Wooden dice for self-assessment.

SCOPE SCHOOL SET COLOUR

3802060 Create colourful patterns and 
develop spatial reasoning and fine motor 

skills, creativity and early math skills.

BEST SELLERS

LOKON 312 PIECES 

3088102 Durable construction material to 
build 2D and 3D structures.
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New•products

NEW PRODUCTS

MATH PUZZLE UP TO 20 ADDITION

E523350 Practise addition up to 20 in a playful way. Combine additions 
and answers to reveal the image. Contents: 24 puzzle pieces with an 
addition on the back side, plastic sheet with answers, wooden frame 

(40 x 28 cm).

MATH PUZZLE UP TO 20 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 1

E523362 Practise addition and subtraction up to 20 in a playful way. 
Combine sums and answers to reveal the image. Contents: 35 puzzle 

pieces with a sum on the back side, plastic sheet with answers, 
wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

MATH PUZZLE UP TO 20 SUBTRACTION

E523351 Practise subtraction up to 20 in a playful way. 
Combine subtractions and answers to reveal the image. 

Contents: 24 puzzle pieces with a subtraction on the back side, plastic 
sheet with answers, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

MATH PUZZLE UP TO 20 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 2

E523363 Practise addition and subtraction, with regrouping  
the tens, up to 20 in a playful way. Combine sums and answers to 

reveal the image. Contents: 35 puzzle pieces with a sum on the back 
side, plastic sheet with answers, wooden frame (40 x 28 cm).

MATH PUZZLES - SET OF 4

E523380 Practise addition and subtraction up to 20 in a playful way by 
making the math puzzles. The puzzles increase in degree of difficulty.

&
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TEN FRAME STAMP 

1511000 Visualise numbers up to 10. Stamp, colour the circles and 
represent numbers and sums. Contents: rubber stamp with  

wooden handle (10 x 4 cm).

COUNTERS 

Double-sided coloured counters. Contents: 20 counters in plastic box. 
E523888 Counters red/green (2 cm) set of 20.
E523889 Counters red/blue (2 cm) set of 20.
E523890 Counters red/white (2 cm) set of 20.
E523891 Counters red/yellow (2 cm) set of 20.

X X

000000 xx. Contents: xx

FOTO

COUNTING RAIL 

3018218 Open the rail, arrange balls and visualise numbers and 
arithmetic operations. Discover the number structure up to 20 

and the concept of addition and subtraction by sliding balls. 
By representing numbers linear, in a rail, the development of a 

mental number line is stimulated. Make smart use of the colour 
change (red/white). Contents: wooden counting rail with 10 red and 

10 white balls.

COUNTING FRAME CARDS UP TO 20 

3050022 Flash cards with images of the counting frame to inculcate 
number representations up to 20. At the bottom of the card, the 

number symbol is shown that corresponds with the number 
representation on the other side of the card.

Contents: 19 plastic cards with 38 assignments.
Also available: COUNTING FRAME 3018230

NUMBER LINE UP TO 20 PUPILS 

3017252 Visualise operations up to 20. Use a whiteboard marker 
to write on the strip. The multifunctional number line up to 20 is an 

additional learning tool based on the 5- and 10-structure in 
mathematics. With the colour change red/white, pupils can easily 

find the place of the numbers 5, 10, 15 and 20. 
Contents: 20 plastic strips. 

NEW PRODUCTS

 NUMBER CLIPS UP TO 20

E577031 Explore the number structure 0-20 with these stand-up plastic 
number clips. Make your own number line using the included cord.

Contents: 21 plastic number clips, nylon cord, wooden box.

TEN FRAME UP TO 10 (10) 

3050023 Place the counters on the strip and practise with  
various numbers up to 10. Contents: plastic strip printed  

with 10 circles (15 x 7 cm). Set of 10 strips. 
Also available: TEN FRAME UP TO 20 (10) 3050024 
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 SUBTRACTION BUDDY 

1353000 Self-checking material to learn subtractions up to 20.  
One side of the card features anchor sums, whereas the other side 

contains mixed sums. Place the red card on top of the card with sums to 
hide the answers. Contents: 10 plastic cards, 4 red transparent plastic 

cards, plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm).

Also available: 1354000 Multiplication buddy and 1358000 Division buddy

ADDITION BUDDY 

1352000 Self-checking material to learn additions up to 20.  
One side of the card features anchor sums, whereas the other side 

contains mixed sums. Place the red card on top of the card with sums to 
hide the answers. Contents: 10 plastic cards, 4 red transparent plastic 

cards, plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm).

NEW PRODUCTS

LENGTH BUDDY 

1257003 Practise converting lenghts. Place the red card on top of the 
card with sums to hide the answers. Contents: 10 plastic cards, 4 red 

transparent plastic cards, plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 2 cm).

AREA BUDDY 

1257004 Practise converting surface measurements. Place the red 
card on top of the card with sums to hide the answers. 

Contents: 10 plastic cards, 4 red transparent plastic cards, plastic box 
(8 x 4.5 x 2 cm).

WEIGHT BUDDY 

1257001 Practise converting weights. Place the red card on top of the 
card with sums to hide the answers. Contents: 10 plastic cards, 4 red 

transparent plastic cards, plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 2 cm).

CONTENT BUDDY 

1257002 Practise converting contents. Place the red card on top of the 
card with sums to hide the answers. Contents: 10 plastic cards, 4 red 

transparent plastic cards, plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 2 cm).
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E310000 Demonstration clock with removable numbers from 1-12 and  
13-24. Contents: wooden clock, wooden stand, 24 wooden numbers.

(32 x 32 cm)

CLOCK SYNCHRONOUS 

E523036 Clock with synchronized hands for individual use with  
hours 1-12 and 13-24. Contents: plastic clock (11 cm Ø).

CLOCK HOURS AND MINUTES 

E522894 Clock for individual use with hours 1-12, 13-24  
and minute notation. Contents: plastic clock (15 x 20 cm).

CLOCK ANALOGUE-DIGITAL 

E522906 Clock for individual use. Set the time on the analogue clock  
using the hours and minutes hands and turn the numbers for the  
corresponding digital time. Contents: plastic clock (23 cm width).

NEW PRODUCTS

MIRROR DRAWING 

3003165 Discover symmetry and improve spatial orientation.  
Look in the mirror to see what the figure looks like and complete the 
drawing on the plastic card. Clean with a damp cloth and start again.

Contents: 6 plastic cards with 11 assignments, 2 mirrors (17 x 12 cm), 
wooden box (27 x 19 x 3 cm).

BASE 10 MAGNETIC 3-D 

3015400 Magnetic plastic cards with 3D drawings of base 10 to  
practise the transfer from concrete to abstract. The cards visualise  
units, tens, hundreds, and thousands. Contents: plastic cards with  

3D drawings and magnetic strips on the back, wooden box  
(22.5 x 21.5 x 3.5 cm).

BASE 10 MAGNETIC 

3015600 Magnetic base 10 material to visualise numbers,  
additions and subtractions or to exchange tens and hundreds.  
Contents: 46 magnetic blank wooden blocks: 20 units, 12 tens,  

12 hundreds and 1 cube of thousand.

MORE JEGRO
CLOCKS AT 
JEGRO.COM
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REWARDING STAMPS EMOTICONS 

1714000 Well done? Give pupils feedback or stimulate self-assessment. 
Can be used also for creative assignments or as a story starter as well. 

Contents: 12 rubber stamps with transparent plastic grip (3 x 3 cm),  
red plastic box with transparent lid (19.5 x 8 x 4 cm).

DICE WIPE CLEAN 

1145000 Customise the dice with whiteboard markers. Write names, 
numbers, letters, shapes or colours on them. The dice can be cleaned 

easily. Contents: 4 wipe-clean dice (5 x 5 cm), blue plastic box with 
transparent lid.

CLIPS WIPE CLEAN 

1213001 Customise the clips with whiteboard markers. Write names, 
numbers, letters, shapes or colours on them. The clips can be cleaned 

easily. Contents: 5 wipe-clean clips (5.5 cm Ø) in plastic bag.

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS OF SFEERBEELD?
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Best•sellers

ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENER, 
3 SLOTS

E035063 Suitable for hexagonal, Jumbo and 
triangular pencils.

GLUE POWDER ‘PL AKPLAK’ 

E030044 Transparent cellulose glue in 
powder form. Box of 500 grams. 

Solvent-free. 

PAINT DRYING RACK SMALL 

E523019 25 metal shelves.  
Size: 46 x 34 x 97 cm.

FINGER PAINT POTS

E522790 Specially designed for  
finger painting, set of 10. 

MAGNETIC STRIPS SELF-ADHESIVE

E042638 Make all sorts of learning 
resources magnetic. 98 pieces. 

PAINTING APRONS

E009127, E009151, E009152 Red: 3-5 years, 
Blue: 6-8 years, Green: 9-12 years.

ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENER

E035060 Suitable for hexagonal pencils. 

COLOURED TRIANGUL AR PENCILES 
GOLDLINE, 288 PCS 

E061267 Box with 24 x 12 coloured pencils.

WA X CRAYONS, BOX OF 
144 ASSORTED COLOURS

E010002 Box with 144 wax crayons 
in 12 different colours. 

BEST SELLERS

INK BOTTLE

E040520 Void ink bottle of 30 ml.  
Squared model with synthetic screw top.
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Paint•and inks

PAINT AND INKS

INTERPAINT 

Economical, ready-to-use poster paint, in large, handy squeeze  
bottles. The paint flows thickly and dries quickly. Matt finish, covers 

well. Interpaint can be used on almost any absorbent surface.  
In 1 litre bottles. 
E062601 White. 

For more info, see Arts & Crafts catalogue page 10.

SHORT HANDLED LYONSE PAINT BRUSHES 

Blank varnished wooden handle, fitted with a 
seamless aluminium round ferrule. Short pig hair, Gussow model. 

Length varies from 17 to 20 cm. For tempera and oilpaint.  
Box contains 12 brushes.

Round ferrule. 
040180 no.4.

For more info, see Arts & Crafts catalogue page 22.

PAINT/CL AY ROLLERS

Set of 4 rollers with 1 1/2 wide designs for use with paint or clay. 
With durable plastic comfort grip handle. Rollers are easy to clean.
E530403 Explorers set 1, designs: 8-line wavy, small, medium and 

large dots, lace-like squiggles and 7-line dots, dashes and arcs.
E530438 Explorers set 2, designs: stars, hoops, swirls and

diamonds.
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INTERTINT

Liquid watercolours. Ready to use, dries transparent.  
Intertint in combination with wax crayons, oil crayons or glue  

can lead to surprising effects. 1 litre bottles.
E062701 Dark blue.

For more info, see Arts & Crafts catalogue page 17.

WATER COLOUR PAINT, BRUSHES

Transparent red varnished wooden handle, fitted with a  
seamless aluminium ferrule. The brushes vary in length from  

17 to 21 cm. Pony hair. Suitable for water colour paints and  
inks. Box contains 12 brushes. 

E040070 No.1 8 x 3 mm.
For more info, see Arts & Crafts catalogue page 23.

CREATIVE TEXTURED ART-TOOLS, SET 1

Set of 4 art tools, each with an unique structure.
E530400 This set includes foam strips, crinky sponges and 

gathered soft foam on a blue plastic handle.

STENCILS

Stencils, use with paint or ink.
E037823 Birds (A5)

E037824 Spring (A5)
For more info, see Arts & Crafts catalogue page 19.

PAINT DRYING RACK LARGE

Sturdy drying rack with foldable metal shelves and three wheels  
for ease of mobility. Fits paper up to size A2. Delivered flat packed.  

E523033 30 shelves, 71 cm wide and 50 cm deep (A2). Height: 112 cm.

WHITE DRAWING PAPER 

Woodfree drawing paper, original so-called technical  
drawing paper, scratch proof. Available in 3 weights,  

to be: 120 gsm, 160 gsm, 220 gsm.
120 gsm, pack of 500 sheets. E120030 50 x 65 cm and further.

120 gsm, pack of 250 sheets. E120035 88 x 62.5 cm
160 gsm, pack of 500 sheets. E260001 50 x 65 cm and further.

160 gsm, pack of 125 sheets. E260160 65 X 100 cm
220 gsm, pack of 500 sheets. E260221 32 x 50 cm and further.

220 gsm, pack of 250 sheets. E260220 50 x 65 cm
For more info, see Arts & Crafts catalogue page 92.

PAINT AND INKS
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Best•sellers

THE RED RODS

002600 Discriminate length. 

THE BROWN STAIR: CLEAR L ACQUER

002500 Discriminate width.

THE PINK TOWER

002400 Discriminate size.

CYLINDER BLOCK NO. 1 - 4

Discriminate dimensions. 
001900 Increasing in height and diameter. 

002000 Increasing in diameter and remaining 
the same in height. 002100 Increasing in  

diameter and decreasing in height.  
002200 Increasing in height and remaining  

the same in diameter.

ZIPPING FRAME

000800 Learn to zip.

BOW T YING FRAME

000300 Learn to tie.

THIRD BOX OF COLOR TABLETS

005300 Discriminate colour nuances. 

MULTIPLICATION BOARD

008700 Practise and memorise  
multiplication tables. 

UNIT DIVISION BOARD

0096A0 Practise and memorise division tables. 

GLOBE OF THE CONTINENTS

023100 Discover the continents. 

BEST SELLERS
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Practical•life

SMALL METAL WATERING-CAN, RED

408000 This watering-can is perfectly suited for young children,  
as the handle is situated on the back of the can. The handle on top 

makes it easy for the child to carry it and water the plants with care.

SMALL NATURAL SPONGE

E750774 Small Natural Sponge to prevent a  
watering can from dripping.

TRIGGER SPRAY BOTTLE FOR WINDOW CLEANING

404800 This Trigger Spray Bottle For Window Cleaning is  
perfectly suited for a young child’s hand, because of the small  
distance between the trigger and the bottle. Content: 150 ml.

WASHBOARD

406000 A sturdy washboard. Measures: 28 x 17 cm.

SMALL METAL BUCKET

407200 Blue 407300 Yellow 
407000 Red 407100 Green

This Small Metal Bucket is suitable  
for many practical life exercises.

PRACTICAL LIFE -  NEW PRODUCTS

MORE THAN
25 NEW

PRODUCTS
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VILEDA FLAT FLOOR MOP

407600 This Flat Floor Mop is perfectly suited  
for young children to mop the floor. The mop measures 18 x 9 cm and 

the length is 60 cm.

VILEDA BUCKET WITH WIPE MOP

407500 This childsize wipe mop is perfect for young  
children for their first experience with mopping the  
floor. The mop can be wringed in the wring bucket.

BRUSH FOR TABLE WASHING

405000 A brush made of untreated beechwood and union fibre  
for washing and scrubbing a table. Measures: ø 6,5 cm.

WOODEN DISH BRUSH

405500 This children’s Dish Brush is made of untreated  
beechwood and horsehair. Measures: 20 cm.

TABLE BRUSH DISH

405300 A Table Brush Dish from untreated beechwood  
with rubber feet. Measures: 10 x 8 cm.

PRACTICAL LIFE -  NEW PRODUCTS

BOOTJACK

401550 For young children it is not an easy task to take of their 
boots or shoes. While standing on this stable bootjack this task 

will become much easier. 

SWEEPING GUIDE

404300 The Sweeping Guide directs a young child in sweeping the 
floor. When the dirt is swept into the semi-circular wooden form, 

the child can finish the job by using the dustpan and brush.
Dustpan, brush and broom not included.

WOODEN CLOTH PEGS (25)

406200 These Wooden Cloth Pegs are much easier to  
handle by young children.
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LETTER STAMPS CURSIVE

Encourage children to produce letters and words. Children discover 
various letter shapes of the alphabet in an active way. Stimulate letter 

shape recognition and fine motor skills.

Montessori schrijfl etterstempels US Bestelnummer: 2005754

LETTER STAMPS: DUTCH CURSIVE

2005750 

LETTER STAMPS: GERMAN CURSIVE

2005751 

LETTER STAMPS: US CURSIVE

2005754

BEAD STAMPS

008601 A set of rubber stamps representing the Montessori 
hundred square and bead bars from 1-10. An excellent 

supplementary method for further practice of the operations 
performed with the Montessori bead material. 

Contains 11 rubber stamps contained in a wooden box.

HOLLOW LETTER SHAPES

005600 Learning to write includes two different kinds of movement. 
First of all children have to learn to reproduce the form. Secondly, 

they have to learn to handle the instrument of writing. These Hollow 
Letter Shapes are a perfect preparation to get the movements of 

writing carried out in a very exact manner and will be a great help 
for children to develop their writing skills. 

GRAMMAR SENSE GAME, SET 2

0107A1 The 2nd set in the Grammar Sense Game series. 

STAND FOR 6 DRESSING FRAMES

047100 This Dressing Frame Stand allows toddlers and  
pre-schoolers easy access to the dressing frames.

(65 x 45 x 25 cm). 

INFANT /  TODDLER - NEW PRODUCTS
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THE STORY OF THE THREE KINGS

068401 A story from Dr. Maria Montessori. After a parade  
of the three kingdoms, a revolution takes place and the decimal  

system is being created. This story prepares the child for working  
with the arithmetic trinomial cube.

068402 THE STORY OF THE THREE KINGS, GERMAN VERSION.

THE BINOMIAL CASTLE

068501 In this story one can read how  
the red and the blue king build a castle together.

068302 THE BINOMIAL CASTLE, GERMAN VERSION.

KING SPHERE AND KING CUBE MAKE PEACE

068301 In this book two geometric kingdoms make peace.  
It prepares the children for the classification of the geometric solids.

068302 KING SPHERE AND KING CUBE MAKE PEACE, 
GERMAN VERSION.

THE STORY OF KING OF PEACE

068201 The Story Of The King Of Peace is an inspiring story that explains 
the relationship between the Pink Tower and the Trinomial Cube. Even 

though the child already knows these materials from their primary years, 
this story will entice the elementary child to learn about the 

mathematical relations between these materials.
068202 THE STORY OF THE KING OF PEACE, GERMAN VERSION.

The Story of 
the King of Peace

Narrated by Axel Winkler

15-034 nh-m boek 210x210-friedenskoenig-v14.indd   1 16-07-21   08:56

TODDLER PUZZLE: 3 BEARS

044350 This puzzle stimulates hand-eye coordination  
and fine motor skills of the young child. The realistic images are  
placed in the right proportions and enable the child to learn the  

difference between ‘big’ and ‘small’. Contents: wooden frame (29 x 24 
cm), 3 lift-out shapes.

TODDLER PUZZLE: SEAL

044300 This puzzle stimulates hand-eye coordination and  
fine motor skills of the young child. The realistic photo makes  

it very attractive to work with. Contents: wooden frame (29.5 x 21 cm), 
1 lift-out shape.

INFANT /  TODDLER - NEW PRODUCTS

TODDLER PUZZLE: GIRAFFE

044500 This realistic puzzle stimulates hand-eye 
coordination and fine motor skills of the young child. Each puzzle  

piece represents a part of the animal, which stimulates the  
child’s vocabulary. Contents: wooden frame (41 x 21 cm), 

5 lift-out shapes.

TODDLER PUZZLE: 5 WILD ANIMALS

044450 This puzzle stimulates hand-eye coordination  
and fine motor skills of the young child. The realistic images are  
placed in the right proportions and enable the child to learn the  

difference between ‘big’ and ‘small’. Contents: wooden frame (38 x 24 
cm), 5 lift-out shapes.

TODDLER PUZZLE: 4 ELEPHANTS

044400 This puzzle stimulates hand-eye coordination 
and fine motor skills of the young child. The realistic images  

enable the child to learn the difference between ‘big’ and ‘small’.
Contents: wooden frame (38 x 24 cm), 4 lift-out shapes.

SFEERFOTO
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Special•ETC Montessori

Bring investigative learning 
into your classrooms by taking 
a trip into the past. Follow the 
road and get lost in the legacy 

of our ancestors and their 
accomplishments. See how 

evolution influenced life. 

Nienhuis Montessori has recently started a cooperation with ETC Montessori from the USA, a well known publisher 
of Montessori Curriculum Support Materials. ETC’s goal is to blend the traditional Montessori ideas and concepts 
with new breakthrough techniques in printing and production. Today ETC Montessori is the largest publisher of 
Montessori curriculum serving teachers and students from early childhood through middle school. Just like the 
products of Nienhuis Montessori the products ETC Montessori produces are not only accurate and pedagogically 
appropriate but also beautiful and aesthetically pleasing to the child.
 
A special selection of ETC’s Curriculum Support Materials, 
will be available soon at www.nienhuis.com.

MONTESSORI TIMELINES FROM ETC MONTESSORI®

Bring investigative learning into your classrooms by taking a trip into  
the past. Follow the road and get lost in the legacy of our ancestors  
and their accomplishments. See how evolution influenced life.

ETC’s Timelines have been designed to allow easy access of  
information to your students while making it affordable for your  
school. These timelines were designed for working not just viewing.  
Our timelines will easily accommodate up to 3 groups of children  
working on multiple projects. Each timeline incorporates the various  
learning styles of your children without sacrificing learning objectives.

ETC® Montessori Timelines are now available worldwide through  
Heutink International and Heutink-USA.

BENEFITS OF USING OUR TIMELINES
• No need to ever laminate
• Printed on Stay-flat recyclable plastic material
• Will not fade
• Will not tear
• UV coated for protection
• Water Proof
• Easy to clean

STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING WITH TIMELINES
• Offer Choices
• Think Aloud
• Share the What, Why, and How
• State the Principle
• Generate Categories
• Name Casual Factors
• Consider Other Points of View
• Reframe the Problem

SPECIAL -  ETC MONTESSORI

&
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Special•Dr. Jef van Kuijk line

After graduating with a PhD from Tilburg University in  
the Netherlands, Dr. van Kuijk pursued his desire to  
create an innovative educational system called the  
‘Pyramid Method’. This revolutionary and holistic  
approach focuses on all the developmental areas of  
a child, which is stimulated through specially designed 
projects.

Since 2014 Dr. van Kuijk has extended the Pyramid range 
with new and improved materials to stimulate  
the initiative learning of children. The intrinsic theory of 
the original line remains, but the new modernized and  
innovative line offers more possibilities for initiative  
learning over longer periods. Plus the tasks are more 
challenging to ensure children have more opportunities  
to play and learn together, which is essential for their 
social-emotional development. 

In May 2017 this highly sought-after Jef van Kuijk line  
will be launched at the Shanghai Toy Fair. After this, the 
range will be available for distribution all over the world. 

SPECIAL -  DR. JEF VAN KUIJK LINE

Dr. Jef van Kuijk is an accomplished educational  

psychologist who has invented, developed and realized  

a new groundbreaking educational system used in 

kindergarten and nurseries throughout the Netherlands 

and which is becoming increasingly popular worldwide. 

COMING SOON
DR. JEF VAN KUIJK

LINE
HEUTINK.COM
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SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING

ARTS
MATHEMATICS

Special•STEAM

SPECIAL - STEAM

ASTRONAUTICS PUZZLES - COMPLETE COMPLETE SET OF 4

E523228 Travel the universe by making the Astronautics puzzles.

DRESSING-UP ASTRONAUT 

E575267 Dressing-up Astronaut.

TELLURIUM

085101 Discover the movement of the earth and the moon  
around the sun by using this wooden tellurium.

ROCKET PLAY HOUSE 

E523345 Imagine to be an astronaut 
by playing in this easy to assemble 

rocket play house.
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TOOLKIT

 E022700 Professional children’s tools with ergonomic design. 

DRESSING UP WORKER 

E575269 Dressing-up
worker.

ELECTRICIT Y SET

E577028 Create various electric circuits and increase  
insight into electricity.

SPECIAL -  STEAM

DOMINO SET WOOD

E523127 Build a domino track and use objects as stairs, bells,  
a marble track or a mill to make it even more challenging.

MAGNETIC? YES OR NO

E523275 Explore the principals of magnetism. Predict the outcome 
by using a green or red pin.

LOKON 624 PIECES 

3088119 Blue plastic tray with transparent lid, 624 pieces Lokon of 
durable plastic.
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3-DIMENSIONS

3003150 Build different views or projections as  
shown on the assigment cards.

BUILD A HOUSE

3003136 Learn to convert a floor plan into a 3-D building of a house.

BLOCK IN SIGHT

3003145 Build structures by using the assigment cards with different 
point of views or perspectives.

CUBE UP!

0188F1 Cube Up! is a fun Building Design Activity that develops  
spatial perception and design skills in children. 

SPECIAL -  STEAM

ART STRAWS 

E036216 Build animals, bridges, a play garden or a robot hand  
with the paper straws.

THE ROMAN ARCH

035000 This ingenious representation of a classic design allows the 
builder to discover the principle of the keystone and its function in the 

support of an arch. 

ICELOLLY STICKS

E752506 Build your dream house with the icelolly sticks. 
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Even though our brochure has been created with the utmost care, it can nevertheless contain mistakes or inaccuracies. 
All rights reserved. For our terms and conditions, please refer to the website www.heutink.com

More•information

Heutink International 
Industriepark 14
7021 BL Zelhem 
The Netherlands
T +31 314 627 127  
F +31 314 627 128  
info@heutink.com  

www.heutink.com

Joanne Bartol-Stegenga
Phone: +31 (0) 6 22 50 29 24
Email: j.stegenga@heutink.com

Chris Willemsen
Phone: +31(0) 6 3390 9655
Email: c.willemsen@heutink.com

CONTACT CHRIS OR JOANNE IF YOU WANT TO ORDER 
THESE PRODUCTS OR IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION.
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